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altogether prevent it from reaching its destination.
Reliability concerns in sub-65nm nodes have in part
contributed to the shift from traditional ad-hoc bus-based
communication fabrics to regular network-on-chip (NoC)
architectures that provide better scalability, predictability,
and performance than buses [10]. Router components in a
NoC fabric play the key role of routing and ensuring
successful delivery of packets from the source to the
destination node. Inside a router, the input buffers in each
port store incoming packets. After the routing allocator
(RA), virtual channel allocator (VA) and switch allocator
(SA) allocate the necessary resources, packets can exit the
input buffer and be sent to the allocated output port buffer.
Faults in the NoC router can cause packets to be corrupted
or misrouted, which can be catastrophic for applications [3].
To ensure reliable operation in NoC routers, designers
often use encoding techniques such as Hamming Error
Correction Codes (HECC) [1], [20], or replicate subcomponents with Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR)
schemes that can tolerate transient error in one of the subcomponents [18], [19]. The primary emphasis is to protect
input and output buffers where packets spend the majority of
the time inside the router. However, such protection has an
undesirable side effect: an increase in power dissipation and,
consequently, energy costs. As most MPSoCs are already
severely constrained by power ceilings and energy budgets
(e.g., mobile devices run on batteries with limited energy
capacity), the additional power and energy costs can
increase time-to-market and significantly drive up costs.
Thus the problem of designing a reliable NoC that is also
energy-efficient is an important one. The problem of
synthesizing (customizing) NoC fabrics at the system level
based on application-specific goals has been addressed by
many researchers [11], [12], [17], [24]-[26], where the
emphasis has been on trading-off energy-efficiency and
performance. However, to date, none of these efforts have
integrated reliability concerns as part of their system-level
NoC synthesis frameworks.
In this paper, we propose a novel NoC synthesis
framework (RESYN) that, for the first time, co-optimizes
reliability and energy consumption to design a robust and
energy-efficient NoC fabric for MPSoCs. The major
contributions of this paper are: (i) we develop a system-level
power model for components in a NoC router from gatelevel models at 45nm; (ii) we employ a network
vulnerability factor (NVF) metric to develop a reliability
model of the NoC fabric; (iii) we extract communication
traces from real-world applications using full-system
simulation to accurately analyze the impact of NoC
customizations on real workloads; and (iv) we solve the
problem of core-to-die mapping and application-specific
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1. Introduction
As CMOS technology aggressively scales below 65nm
and application complexity grows by leaps and bounds, next
generation embedded processors are being driven to
integrate multiple cores on a chip. Multi-processor systems
on chip (MPSoCs) are thus becoming pervasive in
computing systems across application domains. However
these systems are becoming increasingly susceptible to
transient faults (i.e., soft errors) due to a variety of factors
such as higher capacitive and inductive crosstalk, elevated
levels of electromagnetic noise, alpha particle strikes due to
trace uranium/thorium impurities in packages, high-energy
cosmic neutron particle strikes, etc. Such faults lead to
single-event upsets (SEUs), causing the deposit or removal
of enough charge to invert the state of a transistor, wire, or
storage cell. It has been shown that SEUs will occur with
even more likelihood as technology scaling continues [9],
[30].
On-chip interconnect architectures constitute a single
point of failure in today’s MPSoCs, and are particularly
susceptible to faults that can corrupt transmitted data or
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NoC synthesis for reliability and energy-effi
ficiency by using
a nested genetic algorithm (NGA) as ppart of a novel
synthesis framework (RESYN). Experimenntal results show
that RESYN can reduce energy costs by 14.5% on average,
compared to a fully protected NoC, while sstill maintaining
more than a 90% fault tolerance.

3. Problem Formulation
In this section we present the inputs, assumptions, and
nthesis problem.
objectives for our system-level syn
•

2. Related Work
The problem of synthesizing NoC communication
architectures has been addressed extensiveely in literature.
Some of the more comprehensive effortts also perform
mapping of cores to a die, which can signifficantly improve
communication power dissipation andd latency, by
optimizing the flow of traffic between cores. Here we briefly
present some representative examples of prrior work in the
area. In [24], a branch and bound algorithm
m is proposed to
map processing cores on to a mesh N
NoC to satisfy
bandwidth constraints and minimize total energy
multi-commodity
consumption. In [25], Hu et al. proposed a m
flow based scheme to optimize NoC power consumption by
customizing the topology and packet routes. In [26], Leung
et al. focus on NoC implementations with voltage islands
and use a genetic algorithm (GA) to find aan energy-aware
voltage island partitioning and assignment ssolution. In [11],
Ascia et al. analyze and evaluate the pperformance of
different mapping solutions in a mesh NoC topology and
solve the power-performance multi-objeective mapping
problem with a heuristics based on GA aand branch-andbound. In [12], Murali et al. focus on the problem of
mapping cores to a die, using heuristics tto minimize the
average communication delay. However, tthe focus of all
these prior works to date has been on power and
performance. None of the existing techniques performs coremapping and NoC synthesis together with rreliability goals,
nor do they attempt to trade-off reliability wiith energy.

•

•

•

•

Inputs:
n×n mesh NoC based MPSoC
C platform: We assume a
regular mesh NoC topology composed
c
of a 2D regular
array of identical tiles. Each tile
t contains a processing
core (or memory) and a NoC router.
k applications running on the MPSoC: Each application
is set to run on a group of cores that constitute a welldefined island of cores in the mesh. Figure 1 shows an
d MPSoC on which three
example of a 5×5 mesh based
different applications are mapp
ped.
Application constraints: An ap
pplication is defined by an
application communication graaph (ACG) G(V,C), which
is a directed graph, where each
h vertex vi ∈ V represents
an IP core (processor or memo
ory), and each directed arc
cij ∈ C represents the commu
unication between source
core vi and destination core vj. Each edge cij has a
munication constraints. In
weight w(cij) to represent comm
this work, we focus on latency constraints (in terms of
n-specific.
hop counts) that are application
NoC router architecture: We consider a router
nput/output ports (coming
architecture that contains 5 in
from and going to the North
h, South, East, West and
Core directions), a crossbar sw
witch, route-compute unit
(RC), switch allocator (SA
A) and virtual channel
allocator (VA). Figure 2 show the router architecture.
Protection mechanisms: To enable fault tolerance in
o mechanisms: Hamming
NoC routers, we employ two
Error Correction Codes (HEC
CC) and replicating subcomponents with Triple Modu
ular Redundancy (TMR).
Both mechanisms can correect single bit errors in
components. But unlike TMR
R, HECC operation entails
additional latency to encode and decode data. TMR
ossess a larger area and
implementations however po
power footprint, compared to HECC
H
implementations.

Figure 1: Example of 5x5 mesh NoC with 3 appplications mapped
to three unique application islands

In [10], Ababei et al. propose a brannch and bound
mechanism to map cores to a die for a regulaar mesh NoC, to
balance reliability and energy efficiency. T
This work comes
the closest to our goal of reliability-aw
ware synthesis.
However, their focus is solely on mapping ccores, whereas in
our work we map cores and synthesize the N
NoC in a manner
that is cognizant of reliability, energy, annd performance.
Moreover, we use a more accurate methodoology to estimate
reliability for NoC based MPSoCs, consideering the impact
of fault masking, unlike [10] which ignores masking effects
and thus overestimates the impact of faults.

Figure 2: NoC router architecturee with buffer protection

•

Assumptions:
We assume that there is no communication between
applications; i.e., cores only communicate with other
cores within an island, and not with cores in other
on island, all the cores
islands. Within an applicatio
communicate primarily with
h one or more memory
nodes (tiles) via packet-switched wormhole switching.

•

We assume at most a single event upset (SEU) that
affects a single bit in a NoC buffer, at any given time.
NoC buffers are extremely susceptible to SEUs and
therefore our primary focus is to protect these buffers
from SEUs that can occur unexpectedly at runtime;
• We assume that to keep implementation overheads low
while still enabling fault tolerance in NoC routers, it is
preferable to employ HECC for the input FIFO port
buffers (that can store multiple flits), and TMR for the
smaller single flit capacity output port buffers (to keep
TMR implementation costs low), as shown in Figure 2.
Problem Objective: In this work, we propose to accomplish
the following objective: (i) for each application, find a
mapping of cores to the 2D mesh-based die that meets
application communication latency constraints; and (ii)
synthesize the NoC fabric for the entire chip by customizing
NoC routers at each node with appropriate protection
mechanisms (discussed above) to meet a designer-specified
reliability goal while minimizing energy consumption
In the rest of this section, we discuss how we define and
calculate reliability and power dissipation in the NoC fabric.
3.1. Reliability Model
Not all faults that occur on a chip eventually affect the
final program outcome. For example, a bit flip in an empty
translation lookaside buffer (TLB) entry will not affect the
program execution. Based on this observation, Mukherjee et
al. [8] defined a structure’s Architectural Vulnerability
Factor (AVF) as the probability that a transient error in the
structure finally produces a visible error in the output of a
program. At any point of time, a structure’s AVF can be
derived via counting the important bits required for
Architecturally Correct Execution (ACE) in the structure,
and dividing them by the total number of bits of the
structure. Such ACE analysis has helped to derive an upper
bound on AVF using performance simulation for processor
buffers and caches in recent years [9].
Inspired by the AVF concept for processor and memory
structures, we consider a network vulnerability factor (NVF)
that aims to describe the vulnerability of structures found in
NoC fabrics. Intuitively, a masking effect should certainly
be present in NoC routers, but to what extent is not clear.
We propose to use the idea of architecturally correct
execution (ACE) bits to calculate NVF for the buffers in a
NoC router, which are the key components of all NoCs.
ACE bits in our case are the subsets of buffer entries that
contain useful data during flit transmission. Any errors that
involve these bits will cause a visible error in the final
application results. In contrast, unACE bits do not affect the
application results, even if soft errors cause changes to these
bits. Then the NVF for a hardware component of size
bits over an analysis window of N cycles can be
expressed as
∑Ni=1 (no.of ACE bits in
N×

at cycle i)

which allows us to calculate soft error rate (SER) for as:
SER = ×(FIT/bit)×NVF×TVF, where FIT/bit is Failure in

Time per bit, and TVF is timing vulnerability factor which
represents the fraction of each cycle that a bit is vulnerable.
There are several reasons that can lead to the presence of
unACE bits in a structure that end up making it less
vulnerable to soft errors. The major detectable causes of
unACE bits that we found to be relevant to NoC router
components in a NoC fabric are: (i) Idle time: this is the
most basic scenario - when there are no flits or data saved
inside a buffer, we consider the buffer to be in an idle state.
In this case, even when there are transient errors inside the
buffer, as there is no critical information saved inside it at
that moment, the final application result will not be affected;
(ii) Write-after-Write: this scenario corresponds to a writeafter-write event. It may so happen that a data that is
propagated through the NoC router buffers is overwritten
before it is used by a processor. In such a case, even if the
data gets corrupted, it does not impact the correctness of the
program in any way; (iii) Read masking: often, data that is
read into a processor may not be used in its entirety. For
instance, during an xor operation, some bits may not affect
the outcome of the operation. These bits can be considered
unACE. We consider all of these factors in our NVF
calculations for each buffer, in each router in the NoC.
Clearly the NVF value associated with a buffer in a
particular NoC router depends on the data traffic flowing
through it, which in turn depends on the manner in which
cores are mapped to the die and the routing algorithm used.
Thus it is vital to consider the core mapping problem
together with the NoC synthesis problem, which is the
approach we take. The reliability value R(i,j) of each buffer i
in NoC router j, knowing its network vulnerability factor
value NVF(i,j), can then be calculated as:
,

1–

,

Then the overall reliability RNoC for the entire NoC can be
expressed as the product of the reliability values of each
buffer in each router in the NoC:
,
,

We assume that there can be at most a single bit error in a
NoC router buffer at any given time. So it is possible to
correct the error using HECC or TMR. In other words, if a
buffer is protected by an HECC or TMR mechanism, then
its reliability value can be safely assumed to be 1. We use
knowledge of communication flows through a router after a
core-mapping and minimal routing step to generate NVF
estimates for each NoC router buffer, which when combined
can allow us to determine the reliability of the entire NoC.
3.2. Power model
Many research efforts make use of the Orion 2.0 [5] tool
to calculate NoC router power. However, the tool does not
allow us to get power overheads of protection mechanisms.
To achieve a detailed power characterization of NoC routers
with protection mechanisms, we implemented a NoC router
at the RTL level, and performed logic synthesis and gatelevel analysis using Synopsys Design Compiler and
Primetime tools [7] to obtain power dissipation for each sub

component within a NoC router. We alsso implemented
HECC and TMR mechanisms in the NoC router module,
and obtained the overhead of integrating tthese protection
mechanisms into NoC routers.
Table 1 lists the average dynamic and stattic power values
for the various NoC router components, for the 45nm
wer overhead for
CMOS process technology. We omit the pow
the small tail flit input buffers for brevity. A
As in Orion 2.0,
we assume a 0.5 switching probability tto calculate the
average power values. Using these poweer values, it is
possible to calculate the energy of a flit flow
wing through the
NoC router. We use knowledge of comm
munication flows
through a router after a core-mapping and m
minimal routing
step together with NoC router sub-componeent power values
to generate application-specific communnication energy
estimates. This energy value is obviously im
mpacted by any
protection mechanisms that are integrated in the NoC router.

individuals, and the new indiv
viduals are mutated with
some probability. The objective of a GA is to find the
owever, because GAs are
optimal solution to a problem. Ho
heuristics, the solution found is no
ot always guarantied to be
the optimal solution. Neverthelesss, experience in applying
GAs to a variety of problems has
h shown that often the
goodness of the solutions found by GAs is sufficiently high.

Table 1: Router module power libraryy (45nm)

Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Static

Input
Header
Buffer
216.8uw
794nw
Link
51.3uw
915nw

Input
Data
Buffer
1.36mw
3.54uw
Crossbar
121uw
2.56uw

Input
HECC
Header
425.65uw
1.76uw
SA
105uw
2.33uw

Input
HECC
Data
1.51mw
5.18uw
VA
101uw
2.51uw

Output
Buffer
45uw
120nw
RC
91.5uw
1.02uw

TMR
Output
Buffer
267.55uw
1.43uw

4. RESYN Synthesis Framework
In this section, we present our frameworkk for reliabilityaware and energy-efficient NoC-based MP
PSoC synthesis.
Figure 3 shows the high-level synthesis flow
w of our RESYN
framework. The inputs consist of tthe application
communication graph (which provides communication
latency constraints), a 2D-mesh NoC platform with
application islands already mapped (i.e., shape of each
application island has been defined, but thee cores for each
application within the islands are unmappped), the NoC
power library which helps estimate commuunication energy,
and the NVF library that contains applicatioon-specific NVF
data for each buffer in every NoC routeer. The RESYN
framework employs a nested genetic alggorithm (NGA)
approach. The outer GA performs applicatioon core mapping
to the application islands for each applicatioon, with the aim
of satisfying communication latency constrraints. The inner
GA performs NoC synthesis for the givenn core mapping
from the outer GA, by configuring each NoC
C router to meet
an overall reliability constraint while minim
mizing energy at
the system-level. In the following subsectionns, we provide a
brief overview of genetic algorithms and thhen describe the
NGA algorithm used in the RESYN framewoork.
4.1. Overview of Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs) [29] generaate solutions to
optimization problems using techniques insppired by natural
evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and
crossover. A GA involves the evolution of a population of
individuals over a number of generations. Each individual
of the population is assigned a fitnesss value whose
determination is problem dependent. At eeach generation,
individuals are selected for reproduction based on their
fitness value. Such individuals are crossed tto generate new

Figure 3: RESYN syn
nthesis flow

4.2. Nested Genetic Algorithm (N
NGA)
The core mapping and NoC synthesis problems that we
consider in this work are instancess of constrained quadratic
assignment problems which are kn
nown to be NP-hard [13].
We use a nested genetic algoritthm (NGA) approach to
accomplish the dual objectives off core mapping and NoC
synthesis. In our NGA implemeentation, the outer loop
(external) GA performs core map
pping, and the inner loop
(internal) GA uses the generated
d core mapping from the
external GA to perform a search on
n the NoC design space, to
synthesize a reliability-aware and energy-efficient
e
NoC.
Algorithm 1: External GA
Input: Application mapping, communication latency constraints,
power library, NVF library
1: Generate_core_mapping_chromosome();
2: for generation=0 to MAX_GEN_OUTER
R do
3: Internal_GA()
4: Solution_List();
5: Selection()
6: Cycle_Crossover()
7: Mutate()
8: end for
Output: core mapping solution, synthesized NoC architecture

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code
c
for the external GA.
Initially, we generate core mappin
ng solution chromosomes
(step 1). This chromosome is a corre id array for all the cores
on the die, and is encoded as:
,

,

…

,

,…,

,

,

…

,

where there are m applications (and
d thus application islands)
on the die, with the number of co
ores in the ith application
given by n(i). As an example, if we
w have a 3×3 NoC with 9
tiles, and two applications that reequire 4 cores (with core
id’s 1 to 4) and 5 cores (with coree id’s 5 to 9) respectively,
then a mapping chromosome valu
ue of 153482976 implies
that core 1 of application 1 is maapped to tile 1, core 5 of

application 2 is mapped to tile 2, and so on. Step 1 randomly
generates 10 different core mapping arraays that satisfy
latency hop constraints. As there are manny feasible core
mapping solutions that satisfy latency hop constraints, the
goal is to iteratively generate new core mappings (over
MAX_GEN_OUTER generations) and use the internal GA
to synthesize the NoC fabric to minimize a fitness function
(steps 2-8). We define the fitness function for our problem
as the ratio of the NoC communication enerrgy and the NoC
reliability. Thus, minimizing the fitnesss value entails
decreasing energy and increasing reliabillity, moving us
towards a more desirable solution.
In step 3, we call the internal GA to calculate each
A performs NoC
chromosome’s fitness value. The internal GA
synthesis to generate the NoC energy (ENoCC) and reliability
(RNoC), which allows us to calculate the fittness value of a
chromosome. We use the internal GA tto generate the
minimum fitness values of all chromosomees. We describe
the internal GA in Algorithm 2, later in this ssection.
In Step 4, we store the non-dominnated solutions
(chromosomes) in a solution list whichh is iteratively
updated. In Step 5, we perform chromosom
me selection. A
standard proportional technique is used to randomly choose
whether or not drop a chromosome and geneerate a new one,
as described next. Suppose the fitness vvalue of the 10
chromosomes are fiti, i=0~9. We find the sum of the 10
fitness value (fitsum) and calculate the prooportion of each
m (rfiti, i=0~9).
chromosome’s fitness value within the sum
We then calculate a cumulative num
mber for each
chromosome (cfiti) such that cfit0 = rfit0, cffiti = cfiti-1+rfiti.
We randomly generate ten numbers randi bbetween 0 and 1,
with i=0~9. If rand0<cfit0, then chromosom
me 0 is kept. If
cfiti-1<randi<=cfiti, then we keep the chroomosome i. We
replace chromosomes that are discarded withh new randomly
generated chromosomes that satisfy latency cconstraints.

hen we keep the original
do not meet latency constraints, th
two chromosomes and move to thee next step. If only one of
the new chromosomes can meet the
t latency constraint, we
replace one of the original chromo
osomes that has the higher
fitness value with the new one.. Finally, in Step 7 we
perform mutation. For each chrromosome, we randomly
generate a number between 0 and 1.
1 If the number is smaller
than 0.2, then we perform a mutation
m
on the current
chromosome. This mutation is performed by randomly
selecting two cores within an application island and
omosome. After the outer
switching them in the current chro
GA terminates, we obtain a final set
s of solutions that tradeoff reliability and energy efficiency
y.
Algorithm 2: Internal GA
Input: Core mapping, NVF library, poweer library
1: Build_chromosome_routing_mask()
2: Generate_noc_synthesis_chromosome()
3: for generation=0 to MAX_GEN_INNER
R do
4: Evaluate_fitness_value();
5: Selection();
6: Crossover();
7: Mutate();
8: end for
Output: NoC configuration with minimum
m fitness function value

c
for the internal GA.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code
For a given core mapping config
guration, this internal GA
explores various configurations of
o NoC routers, with the
goal of finding a configuration th
hat minimizes the fitness
function value (ENoC/RNoC), as defined earlier. The encoding
of the chromosome for the intern
nal GA is shown below,
where gijk is a gene which representts whether buffer k in port
j of NoC router i is protected or nott.
…

…

0:
1:
0:
1:
2:
3:

Figure 4: Traditional crossover operration

In Step 6 we perform crossover. Figuure 4 shows a
traditional crossover operation, where a croossover point is
selected, and then all the entries abovee the point are
switched between two parent chromosomees. In our core
mapping problem, we note that after thiis crossover, in
chromosome 1 core 9 is mapped twice annd core 1 is not
mapped at all, which creates an invalid sollution. To avoid
such a scenario, we replace the traditional crrossover with the
cycle crossover operator [27] which doees allow us to
generate valid crossover solutions.
After the cycle crossover we check whethher the two new
chromosomes that have been generated m
meet the latency
constraint. If they both do, then we replace the two original
chromosomes with the new ones. If both new chromosomes

In Step 1, based on the core maapping configuration from
the external GA, we establish minimal routing paths
between communicating cores and build a mask array based
on the routing paths. The mask is similar
s
to the chromosome
except that for the NoC router bufffers that do not participate
in any communication, the corrresponding entry in the
chromosome is set to 0. In step 2, we randomly generate 10
chromosomes (that represent solutiions with varying degrees
of protection across NoC router buffers on the chip), masked
p 1. Steps 3~8 attempt to
by the mask array created in step
perform traditional crossover, in addition to mutation and
selection of chromosomes in a manner similar to the
NNER iterations, the best
external GA. After MAX_GEN_IN
NoC configuration with the lowest fitness value is returned.
A finishes, we obtain a set
Ultimately, after the external GA
of solutions, each with a uniquee mapping of application
cores to their respective applicatio
on islands on the die and

with NoC routers uniquely configured with H
HECC and TMR
protection mechanisms, to trade-off reliabiility and energy
efficiency for on-chip communication.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Experimental Setup
Figure 5 shows the setup we used to geenerate the data
needed for the RESYN synthesis fram
mework. In our
experiments we considered combinations off three SPLASHmesh of 25 (5×5)
2 benchmark applications [2] mapped to a m
ALPHA processors, each with 64kB L1 insttruction and data
caches. We assume that tiles in the mesh haave already been
allocated to applications (i.e., applicatioon islands are
assumed to be given), based on prior designner analysis, e.g.,
proximity of an applications’ nodes to specific I/O pins. We
also assume that inter-core latency constraiints (in terms of
hop counts) for each application are givenn, based on precomputed criticality analysis of communicatiion flows.

Figure 6 shows the energy costs for the three approaches,
o SPLASH-2 benchmark
for three different combinations of
applications. For RESYN, we sellect the solution with the
minimum energy that still meets at least 90% reliability (i.e.,
wn relative to the energy
RNoC >= 0.9). The results are show
consumption of the fully protected
d case. It can be seen that
energy consumption of the unpro
otected case is the least,
which is not surprising, considerin
ng that this approach does
not protect NoC router bufferss from transient faults.
Compared to the energy consumpttion of the fully protected
case, our RESYN framework enab
bles savings of 14.5% in
communication energy costs on aveerage.

Figure 6: Energy cost comparison fo
or RESYN with unprotected
and fully protected design alternatives

Figure 5: Experimental setup for RESYN syynthesis flow

We use a modified Gem5 full system sim
mulator [21] with
the SPLASH-2 benchmark applicationss to generate
instruction traces for each core. We parrsed 50 million
“memory read” and “memory write” instrucctions from each
application, and used the Nirgam System
mC-based NoC
simulator [28] for trace-driven simulation, tto generate NVF
values for NoC router buffers for eachh core mapping
configuration. Every time the core mapping is changed, this
NVF library (as
simulation is run again to update the N
different core mappings cause changes in traaffic flow, which
in turn changes the NVF value of NoC routerr buffers).
We use Synopsys VCS [22] to run simulaations with RTL
models of the NoC built by modifying the N
Netmaker library
[23], to get signal traces. We also perform
m logic synthesis
using Synopsys Design Compiler, and gaate level power
analysis using Synopsys Primetime to gennerate the power
library for NoC router sub-components and integrated
protection mechanisms. This power data is uused to calculate
communication energy, once a core mapping and routing
paths for communication flows are establisheed.
5.2. RESYN Comparative Analysis
We compare the solutions generated by R
RESYN with two
other design alternatives: (i) unprotected, whhich refers to an
MPSoC with latency-aware core to die mappping but without
any protection mechanisms in router archittectures; and (ii)
fully protected, which refers to an MPSoC
C with latencyaware core to die mapping, and with all NooC router buffers
protected (HECC on input buffers, TMR on ooutput buffers).

Figure 7 shows the reliabilitty values for the same
solutions for which energy costs are
a shown in Figure 6. It
can be seen that the unprotected case is not very viable,
given its low reliability in the facce of transient faults. The
solutions generated by RESYN all have a reliability of
gures 6 and 7 demonstrate
greater than 90%. The results in Fig
how RESYN allows a convenient mechanism
m
for trading off
reliability with energy at the system-level, allowing
g
a reliability goal.
designers to minimize energy given
Techniques such as end to end ACK/NACK
A
flow control
can be utilized to complement the NoC fabric generated by
RESYN, to ensure that no error goees undetected.

Figure 7: Reliability comparison for RESYN
R
with unprotected and
fully protected design alternatives

tool for designers in the era of nano
ometer design uncertainty,
providing a design space explo
oration environment that
enables comprehensive trade-offss between reliability and
energy-efficiency for NoC based MPSoC
M
applications.

6. Conclusion

(a)

(b)

In this paper, we propose a noveel design-time framework
(RESYN) to trade-off energy consumption and reliability in
mploys a nested genetic
NoC-based MPSoCs. RESYN em
algorithm (NGA) approach to guide the mapping of cores on
mine the locations to insert
a die, and opportunistically determ
fault tolerance mechanisms in NoC
N
routers to minimize
energy consumption while satisfyiing reliability constraints.
Our experimental results show that
t
RESYN can reduce
communication energy costs by 14.5% on average compared
hile still maintaining more
to a fully protected NoC design, wh
than a 90% fault tolerance. RESYN
R
also enables a
comprehensive trade-off between
n reliability and energyefficiency for more stringent reliability constraints,
generating a Pareto set of soluttions which may reveal
opportunities for energy savings even for high reliability
5% reliability constraint, a
configurations; e.g., for a higher 95
notable 13% energy savings can still
s be achieved for some
applications. Given the increasing
g importance of reliability
in the nanometer era for NoC-baased MPSoCs, this work
provides important perspectives thaat can guide the reduction
of energy overheads associated with reliable NoC design.
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